Items Currently On Reserve

Administrative Law and Regulatory Policy

Course: LAWS-46101-01

Wood, Abby K.

Administrative law and regulatory policy :problems, text, and cases /Stephen G. Breyer, Richard B. Stewart, Cass R. Sunstein, Adrian

Kagan, Robert A.


Page 1
Artificial Intelligence Technology, Law, and Policy

Chien, Colleen

Eubanks, Virginia, 1972-author.
Automating inequality: how high-tech tools profile, police, and punish the poor /Virginia Eubanks.
Chapter 4: The Allegheny Algorithm
HC79.P6E89 2018 c.2 Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Lee, Kai-
AI superpowers: China, Silicon Valley, and the new world order /Kai-Fu Lee.
Chapter 1
HC79.I55 L435 2018 c.1 Item Available on Electronic Reserves

Ng, Annalyn, author.
Numsense! data science for the layman: no math added /Annalyn Ng and Kenneth Soo.
QA76.9.B45 N536 2017 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

O'Neil, Cathy, author.
Weapons of math destruction: how big data increases inequality and threatens democracy /Cathy O'Neil.
Chapter 5
QA76.9.B45O64 2016 c.2 Item Available on Electronic Reserves
Competitive Strategy

Course: LAWS-43280-01

Budish, Eric

Cabral, Luis M. B.,[author]  
Introduction to industrial organization /Luis M.B. Cabral.

HD2326.C33 2017 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Cabral, Luis M. B.,[author]  
Introduction to industrial organization /Luis M.B. Cabral.

HD2326.C33 2017 2  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Dixit, Avinash K.  

HD30.28 .D587 2008 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan
Constitutional Law for LL.M. Students

Gerald N. Rosenberg

McCloskey, Robert G.(Robert Green), author. The American Supreme Court / Robert G. McCloskey; revised by Sanford Levinson.

XXKF8742.M296 2016 c.4 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

McCloskey, Robert G.(Robert Green), author. The American Supreme Court / Robert G. McCloskey; revised by Sanford Levinson.

XXKF8742.M296 2016 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan


XXKF4550.C647 2018 c.4 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan


XXKF4550.C647 2018 c.4 suppl. 2018 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan


XXKF4550.C647 2018 c.5 suppl. 2018 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan


XXKF4550.C647 2018 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Deegan, Forrest


XXKF1422.B37 2017 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Miller, Geoffrey P., author. The law of governance, risk management, and compliance / Geoffrey Parsons Miller.

XXKF1422.M55 2017 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

XXKF1422.M55 2017 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Criminal Procedure I: The Investigative Process

Rappaport, John

Criminal procedure: investigation and right to counsel / Ronald Jay Allen, William J. Stuntz, Joseph L. Hoffmann, Debra A. Livingston,

XXKF9618.C75 2016 c.1

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10861507

Criminal procedure: investigation and right to counsel / Ronald Jay Allen, William J. Stuntz, Joseph L. Hoffmann, Debra A. Livingston,

XXKF9618.C75 2016 c.2a

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10861507

Criminal procedure: investigation and right to counsel / Ronald Jay Allen, William J. Stuntz, Joseph L. Hoffmann, Debra A. Livingston,

XXKF9618.C75 2016 c.3

Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10861507

Criminal procedure: investigation and right to counsel / Ronald Jay Allen, William J. Stuntz, Joseph L. Hoffmann, Debra A. Livingston,

XXKF9618.C75 2016 c.4

Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10861507

Page 15
Cross-Border Transactions: Law, Strategy & Negotiations

Course: LAWS-53229-01

Sultani, Tarek

Diamond, Stuart. Getting more :how to negotiate to achieve your goals in the real world /Stuart Diamond.

Diamond, Stuart. Getting more :how to negotiate to achieve your goals in the real world /Stuart Diamond.

Fox, Charles M. Working with contracts :what law school doesn't teach you /Charles M. Fox.

Fox, Charles M. Working with contracts :what law school doesn't teach you /Charles M. Fox.

Frankel, Michael E. S.,author. Mergers and acquisitions basics :the key steps of acquisitions, divestitures, and investments /Michael E.S. Frankel, Larry Forman.

Page 16
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements of the Law</th>
<th>Course: LAWS-30101-01</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Geoffrey R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stone, Geoffrey R.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilous times : free speech in wartime from the Sedition Act of 1798 to the war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on terrorism / Geoffrey R. Stone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC591.S76 2005 c.2</td>
<td>Item Available on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserve 4 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Geoffrey R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilous times : free speech in wartime from the Sedition Act of 1798 to the war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on terrorism / Geoffrey R. Stone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC591.S76 2004 c.3</td>
<td>Item Available on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserve 24 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Geoffrey R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilous times : free speech in wartime from the Sedition Act of 1798 to the war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on terrorism / Geoffrey R. Stone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC591.S76 2005 c.3</td>
<td>Item Available on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserve 24 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Geoffrey R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilous times : free speech in wartime from the Sedition Act of 1798 to the war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on terrorism / Geoffrey R. Stone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC591.S76 2004 c.1</td>
<td>Item Available on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserve 2 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Geoffrey R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilous times : free speech in wartime from the Sedition Act of 1798 to the war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on terrorism / Geoffrey R. Stone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC591.S76 2004 c.2</td>
<td>Item Available on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserve 2 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stone, Geoffrey R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perilous times : free speech in wartime from the Sedition Act of 1798 to the war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on terrorism / Geoffrey R. Stone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC591.S76 2005 c.1</td>
<td>Item Available on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reserve 4 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Employee Benefits Law

Wolf, Charles

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11375227
Employee benefits law /[edited by] Ivelisse Berio LeBeau, Myron D. Rumeld, Jeffrey Lewis.

XXKF3509.E582 2017 c.1
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11375227
Employee benefits law /[edited by] Ivelisse Berio LeBeau, Myron D. Rumeld, Jeffrey Lewis.

XXKF3509.E582 2017 c.1 suppl. 2018
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
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Greenberg Seminars: “Just” Mercy?—The Criminal Legal S

Zunkel, Erica

Alexander, Michelle.
The new Jim Crow: mass incarceration in the age of colorblindness /Michelle Alexander ; [with a new foreword by Cornel West].

HV9950 .A437 2012 c.4 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Alexander, Michelle.
The new Jim Crow: mass incarceration in the age of colorblindness /Michelle Alexander ; [with a new foreword by Cornel West].

HV9950 .A437 2012 c.3 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Bazelon, Charged: the new movement to transform American prosecution and end mass incarceration /Emily Bazelon.

XXKF9640 .B39 2019 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Bazelon, Charged: the new movement to transform American prosecution and end mass incarceration /Emily Bazelon.

XXKF9640 .B39 2019 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Coates, Ta-Nehisi, author.
Between the world and me /Ta-Nehisi Coates.

E185.615.C6335 2015 c.3a Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan

Coates, Ta-Nehisi, author.
Between the world and me /Ta-Nehisi Coates.

E185.615.C6335 2015 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Coates, Ta-Nehisi, author.
Between the world and me / Ta-Nehisi Coates.

E185.615.C6335 2015 c.1
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Coates, Ta-Nehisi, author.
Between the world and me / Ta-Nehisi Coates.

E185.615.C6335 2015 c.4
Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan

Forman, James, 1967-author.
Locking up our own : crime and punishment in black america / James Forman, Jr.

HV9950.F655 2017 c.2
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Forman, James, 1967-author.
Locking up our own : crime and punishment in black america / James Forman, Jr.

HV9950.F655 2017 c.1
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Pfaff, John F., author.
Locked in : the true causes of mass incarceration - and how to achieve real reform / John F. Pfaff.

HV9471.P449 2017 c.1
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Stevenson, Bryan, author.
Just mercy : a story of justice and redemption / Bryan Stevenson.

XXKF9223.S74 2014 c.1
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Stevenson, Bryan, author.
Just mercy : a story of justice and redemption / Bryan Stevenson.

XXKF9223.S74 2014 c.2
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Ben-Shahar, Omri

Experimenter /written and directed by Michael Almereyda.

DVD PN1997.2.E9344 2016 c.1  Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan  
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10423758

The farewell /directed and written by Lulu Wang ; produced by Daniele Melia [and others].

PN1997.Z9F376 c.1  Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan  
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/11966215

The Stanford prison experiment /written by Tim Talbott ; directed by Kyle Patrick Alvarez.

DVD PN1997.Z9S8356 2016 c.1  Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan  
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/10423760

Few good men (Motion pictures)

A few good men[videorecording] /Columbia Pictures ; Castle Rock Entertainment ; screenplay, Aaron Sorkin ; producers, David Brown,  
DVD PN1997.Z9F49 2001 c.1  Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan  
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/6221575

Truman show (Motion picture)

The Truman show[videorecording] /Paramount Pictures presents ; a Scott Rudin production ; executive producer, Lynn Pleshette ;  
PN1997.Z9T7863 c.2  Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan  
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/9795242
Greenberg Seminars: Why I don't like to talk about race (an)

Conyers, Herschella

DiAngelo, Robin J., author.
White Fragility: why it's so hard for White people to talk about racism /Robin DiAngelo.

HT1521.D486 2018 c.1
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Kendi, Ibram X., author.
Stamped from the beginning :the definitive history of racist ideas in America /Ibram X. Kendi.

E185.61.K358 2016 c.2
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
International Investment Law

Ginsburg, Thomas

Bonnitcha, Jonathan, 1981-author.

The political economy of the investment treaty regime /Jonathan Bonnitcha, Lauge N. Skovgaard Poulsen, Michael Waibel.

HG4538 .B66 2017 c.1

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Bonnitcha, Jonathan, 1981-

The political economy of the investment treaty regime /Jonathan Bonnitcha, Lauge N. Skovgaard Poulsen, Michael Waibel.

XXK3830.B66 2017 c. 2

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Lim, C. L.(Chin

International investment law and arbitration : commentary, awards, and other materials /Chin Leng Lim, Jean Ho, Mārtiņš Paparinskis.

XXK3830.L56 2018 c. 2

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Lim, C. L.(Chin

International investment law and arbitration : commentary, awards, and other materials /Chin Leng Lim, Jean Ho, Mārtiņš Paparinskis.

XXK3830.L56 2018 c.1

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Introductory Income Taxation

Course: LAWS-44121-01

Roin, Julie A.

Federal income taxation / Joseph Bankman; Daniel N. Shaviro; Kirk J. Stark; Edward D. Kleinbard.

XXKF6369 .B53 2019 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Federal income taxation / Joseph Bankman; Daniel N. Shaviro; Kirk J. Stark; Edward D. Kleinbard.

XXKF6369 .B53 2019 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Chirelstein, Marvin A., author.
Federal income taxation : a law student's guide to the leading cases and concepts / by Marvin A. Chirelstein, Lawrence A. Zelenak.

XXKF6369 .C43 2015 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Chirelstein, Marvin A., author.
Federal income taxation : a law student's guide to the leading cases and concepts / by Marvin A. Chirelstein, Lawrence A. Zelenak.

XXKF6369 .C43 2015 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Chirelstein, Marvin A., author.
Federal income taxation : a law student's guide to the leading cases and concepts / by Marvin A. Chirelstein, Lawrence A. Zelenak.

XXKF6369 .C43 2015 c.3 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan

United States.
Federal income tax code and regulations : selected sections. 2019-2020

XXKF6355.99.F436 c.1 2019/2020 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Item Available on Reserve</th>
<th>4 Hr Loan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A history of Islamic societies</td>
<td>Ira M. Lapidus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DS35.63.L37 2014 c.1</td>
<td>Item Available on Reserve</td>
<td>4 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The study Quran : a new translation and commentary</td>
<td>Seyyed Hossein Nasr, editor-in-chief ; Caner K. Dagli, Maria Massi Dakake,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BP109 2015 c.3</td>
<td>Item Available on Reserve</td>
<td>4 Hr Loan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Kirkland & Ellis Corporate Lab Clinic (Section 2)  
Course: LAWS-91562-02

Zarfes, David

Zarfes, David, http://isni.org/isni/0000000107647163  
Contracts and commercial transactions /David Zarfes, Michael L. Bloom.

XXKF889.85.Z37 2011 c.3  
Item Available on Reserve  24 Hr Loan

Zarfes, David, http://isni.org/isni/0000000107647163  
Contracts and commercial transactions /David Zarfes, Michael L. Bloom.

XXKF889.85.Z37 2011 c.2  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Zarfes, David, http://isni.org/isni/0000000107647163  
Contracts and commercial transactions /David Zarfes, Michael L. Bloom.

XXKF889.85.Z37 2011 c.1  
Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

Page 35
Problem solving, decision making, and professional judgment: a guide for lawyers and policy makers / Paul Brest, Linda Hamilton Krieger.


XXK346.B74 2010 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

XXK346.B74 2010 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

XXK346.B74 2010 c.3 Item Available on Reserve 24 Hr Loan
Courts, law, and judicial processes / edited by S. Sidney Ulmer.

XXKF8700.A7C680 c.3  Item Available on Reserve  4 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/518716

Courts, law, and judicial processes / edited by S. Sidney Ulmer.

XXKF8700.A7C680 c.1  Item Available on Reserve  24 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/370765

Realignment in American politics : toward a theory /
Circulates from Regenstein Library
JK1967.R330 1980 c.1  Item Available on Reserve  2 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/107527

Sage professional papers in comparative politics.
Circulates from Regenstein Library
JA36.S16 c.1 v.4 no.45-48  Item Available on Reserve  2 Hr Loan

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/518716

Government litigation in the Supreme Court: the roles of the Solicitor General.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/370765

Adamany, David.
Law & Policy Quarterly, 1983
Support for the Supreme Court as a national policymaker.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/107527

Adamany, David.
University of Wisconsin Law Review, 1973
Law and society : legitimacy, realigning elections, and the Supreme Court.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/518716
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Auerbach, Jerold S.
Unequal justice: lawyers and social change in modern America / Jerold S. Auerbach.

Auerbach, Jerold S.
Unequal justice[electronic resource]: lawyers and social change in modern America / Jerold S. Auerbach.

Bailey, Michael A., Brian Kamoie & Forrest Maltzman
American Journal of Political Science
“Signals from the Tenth Justice: The Political Role of the Solicitor General in Supreme Court Decision Making

Becker, Theodore Lewis
Caldeira, Gregory A.
American journal of political science,
The etiology of public support for the Supreme Court
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Caldeira, Gregory A.
American political science review,
Public opinion and the U.S. Supreme Court: FDR’s court-packing plan
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Caldeira, Gregory A.
Organized interests and agenda setting in the U.S. Supreme Court.
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Caldeira, Gregory A.
Journal of politics, vol.58,
Campaigning for the Supreme Court: the dynamics of public opinion on the Thomas nomination
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Caldeira, Gregory, John R. Wright, and Christopher Zorn
Working Paper
Organized Interests and Agenda Setting in the U.S. Supreme Court Revisited
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Cameron, Charles M.
American political science review,
Senate voting on Supreme Court nominees: a neoinstitutional model
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Caplan, Lincoln
The tenth justice: the Solicitor General and the rule of law
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/851621

Page 40
Caplan, Lincoln
The tenth justice: the Solicitor General and the rule of law / by Lincoln Caplan.

XXKF8793.C360 1987 c.1
Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Casper, Johnathan.
American political science review,
The Supreme Court and national policy making

Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Chase, Harold W.
Federal judges: the appointing process / Chase, Harold W.
Federal judges: the appointing process [excerpt].

Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Chayes, Abram.
Harvard law review,
The role of the judge in public law litigation

Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Christenson, Dino P. and David M. Glick
American Journal of Political Science
Chief Justice Roberts's Health Care Decision Disrobed: The Microfoundations of the Supreme Court's

Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Dahl, Robert Alan, 1915-
Decision-making in a democracy: the Supreme Court as a national policy-maker.

Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Daniels, William J.
The Supreme Court and its publics.

Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan
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Franklin, Charles H.
Contemplating courts / Lee Epstein, editor.
Media, knowledge, and public evaluations of the Supreme Court

Galanter, Marc, 1931-
Law & society review,
Why the ‘haves’ come out ahead : speculations on the limits of legal change

Geoffrey R Stone
Supreme Court Review
Understanding Supreme Court Confirmations

Gimpel, James G.
Political research quarterly, vol. 49,
Opinion-holding and public attitudes toward controversial supreme court nominees

Goldman, Sheldon, Eliot Slotnick and Sara Schiavoni
Judicature
Obama’s First Term Judiciary

Goldman, Sheldon.
American court systems / Goldman, S. & A. Sarat, eds.
Judicial appointments to the United States Courts of Appeals.

Goldman, Sheldon.
Courts, law, and the judicial processes; edited by S. Sidney Ulmer.
The effect of past judicial behavior on subsequent decision making
Guliuzza, F.
Journal of politics, vol. 56,
The Senate Judiciary Committee and the Supreme Court nominees: measuring the dynamics of confirmation
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Hakman, Nathan.
Lobbying the Supreme Court: an appraisal of 'political science folklore'.
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Harmon, John M.
Memorandum opinion for the Attorney General: role of the solicitor general.
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Hirschl, Ran
Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies
Globalization, Courts, and Judicial Power: The Political Origins of the New Constitutionalism
Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Horowitz, Donald L.
The courts and social policy /
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/132577

Horowitz, Donald L.
The courts and social policy /
XXKF8700.H570 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Horowitz, Donald L.
The courts and social policy /
XXKF8700.H570 c.2 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Horwitz, Morton J., 1938-
The transformation of American law, 1780-1860 /
http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/120089

JK31.H82 c.1 Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan
Horwitz, Morton J., 1938-
The transformation of American law, 1780-1860 / Morton J. Horwitz.

James L. Gibson & Gregory A. Caldeira
Knowing the Supreme Court: A Reconsideration of Public Ignorance of the High Court

Johnson, Charles A.
American Journal of Political Science,
Lower court reactions to Supreme Court decisions: a quantitative examination

Johnson, Charles C.
Law & society review,
Law, politics, and judicial decision making: lower federal court uses of Supreme Court decisions

Kagan, Robert A
Law in Action: A Socio-Legal Reader
Adversarial Legalism: The American Way

Kessel, John H. (John Howard)
Public perceptions of the Supreme Court.

Knight, Jack, 1952-
Law and society review
On the struggle for judicial supremacy
Knight, Jack. Epstein, Lee
American journal of political science, 1996.
The norm of Stare Decisis

Lehne, Richard.
American journal of political science,
The impact of judicial activism on public opinion

Linos, Katerina & Kimberly Twist
Working Paper
The Supreme Court, the Media, and Public Opinion: Comparing Experimental and Observational Methods:

Linos, Katerina & Kimberly Twist
Working Paper
The Supreme Court, the Media, and Public Opinion: Comparing Experimental and Observational Methods

Maltese, John Anthony.
Judicature,
The selling of Clement Haynsworth: politics and the confirmation of Supreme Court justices.

Maltese, John Anthony.
The selling of Supreme Court nominees /

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/2384058

Maltese, John Anthony.
The selling of Supreme Court nominees / John Anthony Maltese.
Mikva, Abner.
Judge picking.

Miller, Arthur S.
The myth of neutrality in constitutional adjudication.

Murphy, Walter F., 1929-
Congress and the Court: a case study in the American political process / Walter F. Murphy.

Murphy, Walter F., 1929-
Congress and the Court; a case study in the American political process.
Circulates from Regenstein Library

Murphy, Walter F., 1929-2010
Public evaluations of constitutional courts: alternative explanations [electronic resource]
Murphy, Walter F., 1929-2010-
Public evaluations of constitutional courts, alternative explanations / Walter F. Murphy, Joseph Tanenhaus, Daniel L. Kastner.

Nagel, Stuart S., 1934-
Judicial decision-making / Schubert, Glendon A., ed.
Off the bench judicial attitudes

O'Connor, Karen
The rise of conservative interest group litigation.

Paul, Arnold M.

Paul, Arnold M.
Conservative crisis and the rule of law; attitudes of bar and bench, 1887-1895, by Arnold M. Paul.

Page 49
Perry, H. W.
Deciding to decide: agenda setting in the United States Supreme Court / H. W. Perry, Jr.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/1244603

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Perry, H. W.
Deciding to decide: agenda setting in the United States Supreme Court / H. W. Perry, Jr.

Item circulates from Regenstein Library

Rabin, Robert L.
Lawyers for social change: perspective on public interest law.

Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan

Rebell, Michael A.
Educational policy making and the courts

Item Available on Reserve 4 Hr Loan

Rebell, Michael A.
Educational policy making and the courts: an empirical study of judicial activism / Michael A. Rebell and Arthur R. Block.
Book is shelved at Regenstein Reserve

Rohde, David W.
Supreme Court decision making / David W. Rohde and Harold J. Spaeth.
Supreme Court decision making (excerpts).

Item Available on Electronic Reserves 4 Hr Loan
Rosenberg, Gerald N.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/8144670

Rosenberg, Gerald N.

XKKF8700 .R66 1991eb

Rostow, Eugene V. (Eugene Victor), 1913-
The Japanese American cases - a disaster.

Item Available on Electronic Reserves

Ruckman, P. S., Jr.
Journal of politics, vol. 55,
The Supreme Court, critical nominations and the senate confirmation process

Item Available on Electronic Reserves

Salokar, Rebecca Mae, 1956-
The solicitor general : the politics of law / Rebecca Mae Salokar.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/1341006

Salokar, Rebecca Mae,1956-
The solicitor general :the politics of law /Rebecca Mae Salokar.

XKKF5107.S250 1992 c.1a

Salokar, Rebecca Mae,1956-
The solicitor general :the politics of law /Rebecca Mae Salokar.

XKKF5107.S250 1992 c.1

Scheingold, Stuart A.
The politics of rights :lawyers, public policy, and political change /Stuart A. Scheingold.

http://pi.lib.uchicago.edu/1001/cat/bib/126300

JK1521.S32 c.3
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Availability</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scherer, Nancy</td>
<td>Scoring points: politicians, activists, and the lower Federal Court appointment process / Nancy Scherer.</td>
<td>Item Available on Reserve</td>
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